2008 Writing Contest Winners

Dan Burns
1st Place Manuscript
“Wonderful Son”

Si Dunn
2nd Place Manuscript
“Dark Signals”

Noor Elashi
3rd Place Manuscript
“Displaced”

Victor Epstein
1st Place Personal Essay
“Lady in the Hall”

Aimee Berger
2nd Place Personal Essay
“Family Stories”

Kay Hubbard
3rd Place Personal Essay
“Through the Glass, Darkly”

David Cicoletti
1st Place Research Article
“Standing at Crossroads Lumber”

Vance Gonzalez
2nd Place Research Article
“A Wrinkled Suit”

Denise Short
3rd Place Research Article
“Horseplay”

Essay/Article Runners Up
Audrie Palmer, Alexandra Bonifield, Andrew Rogers and Stanley Tollett